CIRCULAR

Reference is drawn to this Institute’s Circular of even reference, dated 21/11/2013. It is hereby informed to all concerned that the following guidelines are laid down in addition to existing Rules in respect of “Disposal of obsolete or unserviceable stores, equipments, instruments, furniture and unusable material”.

1. The concerned Head of Departments/Head of Sections shall declare on quarterly basis, the details of obsolete or un serviceable stores, equipments, instruments, furniture and unusable material with year of purchase/installation, book value, reserve price and technical reasons for declaring the stores as obsolete or unserviceable, as per GFR Rule-217.

2. The disposal and condemnation committee constituted by the competent authority at appropriate levels, need to verify and declare the store as obsolete or unserviceable or otherwise as per GFR Rule-217. In case, the stores become unserviceable due to negligence on the part of the employee, the responsibility for the same should be fixed by the concerned Head of Departments/Head of Sections.

3. Thereafter, the stores declared obsolete or unserviceable by the disposal committee shall be disposed off in an eco-friendly manner, through proper procedure after assessing the residual value, by Central Stores under intimation to Accounts Section/Security Officials and concerned Head of Departments/Head of Sections. All profits and losses due to revaluation, stock taking or other causes shall be duly recorded and adjusted in the book of Accounts.

4. The concerned Head of Departments/Head of Sections shall be responsible for all disposal and condemnation of the departments/sections and following the guidelines as per GFR. In case of negligence on the part of any employee/officer in respect of disposal without following procedure, the responsibility should be fixed.
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CC:
1. DDA/MS/Dean/Principal, Medical College NEIGRIHMS, Shillong.
2. The Financial Adviser, NEIGRIHMS, Shillong
3. All Head/In charge of Departments, NEIGRIHMS, Shillong
4. Superintendent Engineer/Executive Engineer/Estate Officer (C).
5. Store & Procurement Section/Biomedical Engineer, NEIGRIHMS, Shillong
6. Principal, College of Nursing, NEIGRIHMS, Shillong
7. AAO(A)/AO, NEIGRIHMS, Shillong
8. Librarian, NEIGRIHMS, Shillong
9. AO Est-I & GAD/AR-Est-II/AR-Est-III/AO-GAD, NEIGRIHMS, Shillong
10. I/C Central/Medical/Ancillary Stores-Sanitary Superintendent, NEIGRIHMS, Shillong
11. Chief Security Officer, NEIGRIHMS, Shillong